
ENDLESS BELTS

We’re the global market leader in the production 
of highly customised Endless conveyor belts for  
manufacturers of mobile materials processing 
equipment (OEMs). 
 
We serve 7 equipment segments: crushing, screening, recycling, 
washing, environmental, bulk material handling and road 
construction - annually shipping around 300 miles of Endless 
conveyor belts.

With 40 years’ experience under our belts, we remain 
determined to help our customers succeed by working closely 
together from the machine design process right through to 
serial production. Our team is always on hand to troubleshoot, 
problem solve and collaborate to ensure our product offering is 
fit for your purpose. 

Moving Forward Together 

Manufactured to DIN 22102 and covered by a 12 month 
warranty

Hot vulcanised and branded with a unique quality 
identification number for full traceability

Ready-to-fit for improved production efficiency, reduced 
inventory and easy re-ordering

Produced in EP multi-ply flat & chevron, ToughFlex®, 
Ripstop, Fabric Breaker and with specialised covers (oil/
heat/fire/frost resistant)

Custom belts available with hot moulded siderails and 
cross-cleats including overband magnet belts 

Belts can be supplied Prepared (ready to splice) as Cut 
Lengths (ready to prepare) or as Zip Clip® replacement 
belts

WHY ENDLESS BELTS?
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ENDLESS BELTS
Moving Forward Together 

GLOBAL SUPPLY

We are trusted as a sole supplier of Endless conveyor belts to   
global original equipment manufacturers (OEMs).  From our 
HQ in Northern Ireland, we export our Endless belts to over 
60 countries including our key markets of Europe and North 
America.

IN-HOUSE BELT TESTING LAB

Our Endless conveyor belts are routinely quality tested in 
our in-house belt testing lab, for abrasion resistance, tensile 
strength and adhesion levels of both the cover rubber and 
fabric.

Smiley Monroe can quickly and conclusively test the wear 
(abrasion) resistance, tensile strength and adhesion levels 
of the cover rubber and fabric of conveyor belts and rubber 
materials, to ensure conformity to DIN and ISO standards. Our 
dynamic tester simulates accelerated life of conveyor belts 
and splices - testing belt quality to its limits for: flex, durability, 
adhesion, stretch and splice strength.

In-house wear resistance (abrasion) testing 

Manufactured in our 30,000 sq.ft production centre under 
controlled conditions and customised to suit your application, 
our Endless conveyor belts offer superior consistent quality. 
Supplied ready-to-fit, Endless belts reduce manual processes 
on your production line, reduce inventory and can be easily 
re-ordered in line with your build forecasts. 

CUSTOMISED, CONVENIENT, CONSISTENT
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